
3
A

RedactedRedacted Lower, Sausalito
((Jails 1 through 3)

Redacted2070C31 12/19/11 10:05 AM 1:30 Fresno

Observation:
CSRlRedacte[greets the customer.IRedacted______ I. [Redacted______  k/ould like to know why she
was opted into Marin Clean Energy when she had already opted out [Redacted______ states “I don’t
want them to be my provider; I want you guys to provide it.” [Redacted [advises [Redacted ~~|she may 
need to opt out with them, and asks if she had already done that.lRedacted [replies, she opted
out once and doesn’t know how many times she has to do it. Redacted______ states, “So now I am
going to, net a bill from (hem for electric, I guess; and then a bill from you guys for gas.” Redacte

Redacted that is how it works.[Redacted [expresses her frustration, “Ugh I hate
this, I hate that someone just switches it without any permission. It’s wrong.” advises [Redact"
Redacted }ie is going to get her over to that department so they can advise what needs to be done 
The call is transferred.

advises

Conclusion:
• The customer and CSR did not discuss the delayed billing

Redacted2134C4 San Jose2 12/19/11 10:43 AM 16:19

Observation:
CSR|Redact]greets the customer, 
opted out of MEA; however, she has taken care of that part of it. She would like to know if the 
transmission, distribution, public purpose and extra fees will now be billed separately. [Redact keeks 
agreement from|Redacted '
mentions she believes she was billed twice. [Redact [verifies the bill [Redacted

advises she received a bill from PG&E 11/28, and found it odd she was billed 901 
KWH on both bills. She advises PG&E’s charges are from 10/19 through the 31st, and 11/1 through 
11/17, and Marin’s bill charges from 10/19 through 11/18. 
everybody twice. [Redact[begins to review the bill

Redacted Redacted advises|Redact [she thought she

hat Marin Clean Energy serves electric. Redacted ______pgrees and
las is dated 12/9.

Redacted

Redacted asks if she is to pay 
advises she believes something isRedacted
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wrong since she was charged by both PG&E and Marin Clean Energy for the same time period 
Redact advises Redacted

nterjects advising she paid $202.53. |Redact Agrees, explains the amount paid_isfor the 
distribution and transmission and the bill dated 12/9 is Marin Clean Energy’s portion. |Reda [Redacted 
asks, “So it costs me $155 plus $114 just for electrical last month, $269? Redacte 3S[<S how ong she 
has had Marin Energy as her service provider.IRedac redacted replies. “They just switched me this
month without telling me.” Redact [places Re^da Redacted on hold and reaches SSR Redacted

(confirms withl^3^ Ithe customer is charged by PG&E for distribution and transmission 
charges only, since she is with Marin Clean Energy. [RedacteStates she believes customers are 
unaware when they are with a CCA, that they are charged by us and them. [Redact [reviews PG&E’s bill 
dated 11/28 and Marin’s portion billed 12/9 to ensure she is correct in regards to how the customer 
was charged. IRedact^Jadvises R5dact she is correct and thp piictnmer pays Marin Clean Energy for 
their electric. lRedact lthanks|Redacted [and returns tolRed iRe acte .

Redacted

the PG&E bill dated 11/28 is for distribution and transmission. Redac
r-\ /-I

Redacted

Redact

Redact explains tolReda I when a customer chooses a different service provider, they are
charged by them to provide that commodity: however, since PG&E still distributes the energy they are 

- 'Redact Redactedcharged for that as well. ™
does not understand why her bill is so high this month
previous statement she was charged for both Marin Clean Energy and PG&E charges on one bill
Redact [advises there was an error in the billing which caused customers to receive a second bill of
Marin Clean Energy charges which were suppose to be included on the November PG&E billing
statement—
Redac Redacted

advises as of 1/18/1? she has opted out; however, she still 
'Red Redacted mentions she noticed on a

________ advises she would like someone to check on her bill since it has never been so high.
Redact]compares the bill to the previous month. Redac Redacted bnd R5dact discuss Marin Clean Energy
rates compared to PG&E rates. ______
Redac [Redacted asks why the bills came out separate. Redact advises there was a problem with the 
system when the bill was generated. The charges should have been on the same bill; however, due 
to the error it caused a separate bill to be generated with just the Marin Clean Energy charges.
Redac [Redacted 'nentions she believes Marin Clean Energy rates are lower. The call concludes
1~prl

Conclusion:
• If a customer enrolled in the Marin Clean Energy program has guestions regarding their bill, 

please transfer them to the CCA team, Softphone: CCA or use Speed Dial #966. The hours of 
operation are 24/7.

• Refer to CCO Communications email, Marin Clean Energy (MCE) Billing Issues dated 
12/13/11. Advise the customer the delayed bill containing Marin Clean Energy’s charges, was 
due to a PG&E system error.

Redacted2264C33 12/19/11 11:06 AM 22:15 Fresno

Observation:
Reda RedactedCSR|Redacted [greets the customer, Redacted

rates versus Marin Clean Energy’s rates. 
Redacte advises Redac Redacted

Redacted_____ , ______ is calling to discuss PG&E’s
TprovideslRedact Redacted |information reguested 

she has been on the Marin Clean Energy program for awhile;

Redacte
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however, she probably just noticed since she receive^ a second bill of Marin charges which was
suppose to be included in her November bill
error and cpotioMes to discuss the rates.

Redacted __JRedac Redacted
MfoH _________

Redacted also explains this due to a PG&E system billing

begin to discuss the opt out process and the optional transitional periodan
choices Marin Clean Energy offers 
Reda I Redacted ' Redactedquestions why her bill is so high 
compared to last month and last year. RadHa Redacted
process, price comparisons, and different types of heater use 

Redacted

reviews the average daily usage as 
and [Redacte [begin to discuss the opt out

continues to explain)Reda [Redacted bill and the charges included within the bill. Mrs 
_seems to have no other questions and the call concludes.Redacted

Conclusion'
1 Redacted provides correct information in regards to the billing error involving Marin Clean Energy 

charges by advising the customer the error was due to a PG&E system error.

RedactedRedacted Belvedere

Redacted2692C1 Sacramento4 12/18/11 4:48 PM 9:22

Observation:
CSR Redac greets the customer,
Clean Energy.” Redact [answers,
it says, uh...Marin Clean Energy charges for clean, renewable energy replace PG&E electrical __
generation charges. PG&E still charges for delivery of electricity to you. |R5dact agrees, “Correct.” |Re,da 

“But I opted out of Marin Clean Energy.” |Redac adviseslRedacted [jt looks as if 
notification was sent in regards to being opted in the program Redacted
the notification. lRedac [advises he needs to transfer the call to the community choice aggregation 
dedicated team so that they can address his questions. i______ i

I Redac | reaches[Redacted

Redacted Redacted states, “I got a bill for...it looks like its Marin 
continues, “42.78 but PG& E is the billing party and“ Redacte Redacted

Redacted
advises he never received

RedactedJ and they discuss the Marin Clean Energy opt out process 
advises I Redact | the customer must opt out of the program with Marin Clean Energy. [Redacted [also 
shares withl RedactIthere was a PG&E billing error that caused two separate bills to generate, one 
which included PG&E charges and the other included just Marin Clean Energy’s portion. These 
charges were supposed to be billed on one bill, the November statement, 
the October bill was to be reviewed, it would show Marin Clean Energy’s charges as well, since he 
has been on the program the whole time
phone number in General Reference and advises [Redajto provide the customer with their phone 
number, should they choose to opt out.
Redact [returns to I Redacted | and advises him to contact Marin Clean Energy, 
number and the call concludes.

Redacted also mentions if

Redacted guides Redact ^/here to find Marin Clean Energy’s

Redac provides their phone

Conclusion:
• The customer and CSR did not discuss the delayed billing
• The customer believed he had already opted out of MCE.
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Redacted Redacted Tiburon

Redacted2264C35 12/19/2011 10:26 AM 18:10 Fresno

Observation:
Redacted is calling after receiving his bill showing a balance of $741.12 with a prior balance of

authenticates the customer andRedacted$615.64 and is curious as to why his bills are as such. CSR 
explains he was defaulted into MEA after he did not respond to MEA’s opt out letters. She adds the 
reason for this additional charge was due to a billing error on PG&E’s system where the MEA charges 
were not added to the first bill. (Redacted ' explains he had already paid the first bill of $615.64 and 
wanted to know if this had been posted. CSRlRedactaJ|explains (-,js payment crossed paths with the 
second bill (MEA charges) and indicates the only balance owing at this time is $125.48. [Redacted 
then asked if there was a way
MEA. |Redacted | responds that she would be able to assist. She reviews the account and identifies the 
gas consumption is the contributor to his high bills. [Redacted 
swimming pool and his wife needs this due to her medical condition, Fibromyalgia. Redacted explains 
he may qualify for PG&E’s medical program and sends him the application.

Redacted would be able determine who would be cheaper, PG&E or

explains it is due to his heated

She recalculates the electric charges for the last billing cycle and explains if he was a full service 
PG&E customer his electric bill would have been $233.51 compared to the unbundled MEA charge of 
$292.72 (a difference of $59.21) ' '
would need to contact MEA and request to opt out. In addition, she provides I Redacted 
timeline and the options of charges to return to PG&E bundled service (6 month transitional period 
with charges at Spot Market or stay with MEA for the duration). He asks what her recommendation is 
and she responds it is up to him to decide. She explains with the Spot Market price, there is no way 
to determine what the next 6 months of charges will be and if he stayed with MEA, he would know 
what those charges are. [Redacted
he would need to provide these details to MEA. They then begin to discuss the medical program in 
further detail. Redacted provides the direct line to MEA and thanks [Redacted 
concludes.

asks how he can return to PG&E. [Redacted [explains he
with the

Redacted

explains he wants the Spot Market price and|Redacte [indicates

for calling. The call

Conclusion:
• The CSR indicated the delayed bill was a result of an error in PG&E’s billing system.
• The CSR was very thorough in her explanation of the PG&E / MEA billing issue ensuring the 

customer had a good comprehension.
• The CSR was very professional and remained neutral, providing only the facts, allowing the 

customer to make an informed decision.
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Redacted Redacted Tiburon
(Calls 6 through 9)

I Redacted2635C1 Sacramento6 12/19/2011 7:21 AM 5:44

Observation:
Redac Redacted s calling after receiving her bill stating she had a 3rd party energy charge from MEA. She 
adds that she has never received these charges before and that she had previously opted out of 
MEA. CSR[Redact] authenticates the customer and reviews the account. He explains she has been 
paying MEA for her electricity since September and these charges are normally combined into one 
bill, however, the November bill had the MEA charges billed out separately. Reda Redacted |s confused 
since she reiterates she had previously opted out of MEA. ^edacte
CCA rep that will be able to assist her further into this matter. She understood and the call is 
transferred.

adds he will be transferring her to a

Conclusion:
• The customer believed she had already opted out of MCE.
• The CSR processed the transaction accurately by providing as much basic MEA information 

available to him and by transferring the customer to the CCA line for further assistance.

Redacted2052C1 Sacramento7 12/19/2011 7:28 AM 3:18

Observation:
Reda (Redacted explains she just spoke to a rep about her MEA charges and indicates she had
previously opted out. She adds she received a separate bill this month detailing the MEA charges
and based on her discussion with the prior rep, which he had advised her MEA charges began in
September, she did not see these charges. CSF^edacte advised her to contact MEA directly to opt
out. She responds she had done this when she original y received notification of MEA by contacting 

Redacte

honored since she resides in a CCA area and we were required to set her up with MEA. He explains 
in order to opt out of MEA she would need to contact them directly either by phone or online. She 
asks if she could opt out now andlRedact [ indicated she would be able to after speaking with MEA. 
RedacRedacted] states. “It’s sneaky. I don’t like it. It’s like I’m being forced to swallow a bad pill that I 
don’t want to. I guess I didn’t pay attention when the opt out didn’t work or they took it back or 
whatever. Alright, I will call them.” Redacte [responds they are open at 9 am and thanks her for calling. 
The call concludes.

responds the opt out conversation she had with a PG&E representative was not

Conclusion:
• The CSR did not address the PG&E billing issue causing the MEA charges to be billed on a 

subsequent statement; however, the customer’s main concern was how / why she was
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enrolled into MEA after she had previously opted out and what she would needed to do to opt out 
again.

2445C1 Sacramento8 12/19/2011 3:57 PM 6:08 Redacted

Observation:RedactedReda is calling back indicating she just spoke to MEA and had requested to opt out. Note 
She explained she had opted out before and was under the assumption she had full service with 
PG&E until the recent billing issue caused the MEA charges to be billed as a separate bill. CSR 
Redacted authenticates the customer, validates the telephone number and reviews the account. He
asks if they were able to process the opt out. She responds they were but was advised she may
continue to receive bills including their charges for another 1 to 2 billing cycles 

------ Redact
Redacted explains 

Redacted States she was provided with a dateshe will default to us once the process is complete.^ 
in January by MEA to return to PG&E.

She then changes the topic and discusses the heater issue and medical program her husband had 
previously called in for.[Redacted [provided additional details about the medical program and the 
customer understood. He thanks[Reda~|Redacted [for calling and the call concludes.

Conclusion:
• The customer had opted out of MCE prior to this call
• The CSR processed the transaction accurately.

2050C1 Sacramento9 1/6/2012 2:19 PM 3:40 Redacted

Observation: (Account # 7164247617)
Redacted is calling after receiving a bill for almost $1000 where she believes she has already paid 
a portion of. CSR|Redact] authenticates the customer and reviews the account. He provides the 
customer with her payment and billing history. She then inquires if she needs to continue to pay the 
MEA charges since she had previously opted out in December. |Redact |expIsfipsJU^iese charges must 
be paid until she transitions back to PG&E for full service. He recommendsRedacte [contact them 
next week for further details and provides the direct line. [R^dact 
concludes.

thanks her for ca ling and the call

Conclusion:
• The customer had opted out of MCE prior to this call
• The CSR processed the transaction accurately
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Redacted
Tiburon

(Calls 10 through 11)

Sacramento10 12/10/2011 9:16 am 1273 2035c1 Redacted

Observation:
Redact explains he received a paper bill with a different amount than the amount shown online and he

CSR, begins by adding|Redac|to the account withlRedacted^ permission.Redactedwants to know why.______
Redacted [provides the current balance of $342.51 but|Redac I see a balance of $288

Redacted |tells him there was a second bill from MEA for Redacted anc Redacte 3ppears not to understand 
why he has a different energy provider. Redacted 
transmission but the energy charges come from MEA.IRedac wants to know if he has to be with MEA. 
Redacte | says she does not know why the bills were separately but that he has the options to return to 
PG&E service.

explains that PG&E bills the distribution and

Redac asks what “CRS” means so|Redacte explains that CRS stands for Direct Access Cost 
Responsibility Surcharge. [Redacte [ states that the Opt out period has ended bul|Redact [questions when 
he received this information because he just moved in from out of state. After reviewing the account, 

Redacted |askslRedac | if she can place him on hold to check with a supervisor to ensure she provides 
accurate information.

Redacted [comes back on the line and advises!Redact she will transfer him to CCA line but|Redac [wants to 
know about PG&E rates. |Redacted [provides the tiers rate information.|Redacted]says he used 517 kwh 
on his last billing. They then discuss baseline and the blue bill line items. [Mdacte [defers to the CCA 
Specialty line stating they can answer his questions regarding bill.

Conclusion:
• The CSR did not place blame for the delayed billing on MCE or PG&E.
• The CSR answered the customer’s questions and transferred the customer correctly.

Redacted - SSR11 2/10/2011 9:37 am 983 2239c3 Fresno

Observation:
Redac | tells)Reda[ SSR, that he has billing questions. lRedac bxolains that the CCA Specialty line is closed 
until Monday but she will try to answers his questions.IRedact[wants to know the breakdown of his bill 

tells him he is receiving his energy from MEA.Reda

Redaflails|^dact [that MEA information distributed this summer but|Redac counters that they just moved 
in.lReda [explains that he was automatically enrolled in MEA and she does not know if they have an opt- 
out program, therefore he would have to contact them directly.
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____ requests the MEA phone number and then a comparison of PG&E charges versus MEA charges. |Red [tells
Redac that PG&E’s rates found on the PG&E’s website.|Red [provides the baseline and over baseline rates and 
then asks|Redac |to review his bill to compare. I Reda [states she does not know which rates MEA is using 
and he needs to check with them. L_7 states, from the information provided that he is paving more 
with MEA. lRed I cautions him to check with MEA before making that determination 
the MEA website during the call.

Reda [explains|Redac |is reviewing the same bill that includes both MEA and PG&E charges. [Reda_ 
clarifies that PG&E’s charges were billed, then about a week later, the MEA charges were added in. 
Redac |has several questions about his gas charges thatReda [answers. |RedJ explains the recommended 
thermostat settings because thelRedac | is setting his heater higher. |Redact[isks about alternative gas 
providers andReda [explained he could find them by the internet.

Reda

Redact is reviewing

Conclusion:

• The SSR did not place blame for the delayed billing on MCE or PG&E.
• The SSR answered all the questions and remained neutral when discussing CCA information

Redacted Dillon Beach
(Calls 12 through 13)

Redacted Sacramento12 12/20/2011 1:25 pm 293 2161c1

Observation:
is calling questioning his bill. [Redacte sayS he received information about MEA but 

ignored it because he wants to remain with PG&E. | Redacted surprise to learn he is with MEA as of 
October.
employee. CSR,|Redac|tells|*
MEA charges are not included in BPP
that she will transfer him to a dedicated CCA Line and then does so.

Redacted

Redacte states he, never wanted to switch because he receives a discount as a retired PG&E 
: Redacte his BPP (Balance Payment Plan) has changed due to fact that

has questions about the changes but|Reda| tells RedactedRedacted

Conclusion:
• The customer was unaware he was with MEA.
• The CSR followed the correct procedure because she answered the customer’s general 

questions and then transferred the customer to the CCA line.
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Redacted13 12/20/2011 1:31 pm 834 2491c3 Fresno

Observation:
retired PG&E employee, explains that he lives on the boarders of Marin County. He 

does not know why his bills have increased. He received a bill for $143 and paid it then received 
another bill for $235.40 and wants to know why.

Redacted

Redacte ; him that he received a PG&E billing, a MEA billing then received a combined bill for 
wants to know why he is with MEA when he opted out earlier.[Redacted Isays he wasRedacted$235.40.

not informed about the switch. [Redacte [tells him the voters passed a referendum therefore his account 
was switched to MEA if he wanted to opt out he needed to call and then provides the MEA phone 
number.

Redacted discuss how complex the MEA issue has been. Redacted js upset that he has to 
make additional ca Is to resolve his igsue apd switch back to PG&E. [Redacte [asked how much his bill

provides that information. |Redacte [summarizes that he willRedactewas before he switched to MEA and£ 
pay the difference in the billing and call MEA to resolve his issue

Conclusion:
• The CSR did not place blame on either PG&E or MEA for the delayed billing.
• The customer believed he had previously opted out of MEA.
• The CSR addressed the customer’s concerns and completed the call correctly.

Redacted Tiburon

Redacted14 12/21/2011 2:32 pm 531 2272c3 Fresno

Observation:

After greeting the customer.lRedact Ithe CSR, askslRedacte if she has a clear understanding of MEA 
then he offers to provide a brief background. £ 
board decided to generate its own electricity and enrolled all residents into the program and if anyone 
wanted to opt out, they needed to contact MEA.

Redacte explains that as of February 2010, the Marin

Redacte asks if MEA rates are higher because her bill has never been this high before and|Redact [says, 
“From the history and in speaking to other customers in similar situations, yes, their rates are higher.” 
Redact [offers to provide what her bill amount would be if she had been with PG&E. [Redact [tells [R^acte 
was enrolled in MEA in August of 2011.
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Redact_____ _ analyses the current bill and tells|Redact her electric charges were $437.28 with MEA and____
would have been $356.66 with PG&E a difference of $86.62. Given the information provided,[Redacte 
decides to opt out of MEA and|Redact] provides the MEA phone number.

Redact explains after the grace period then |Redact |will have to go through a transitional period before
has the option toshe can switch back to PG&E. |Redac tells her MEA will review her options. [^;dact 

stay with MEA or pay a transitional spot market rate and unfortunate the transitional spot market rate 
fluctuates. |Redacte|sayS her grace period ended on November 9 
with MEA or go with spot market rate and provides the current market rate. PG&E’s electric rates are 
comparable with spot market rates but MEA’s rates are higher.

Redact tells her it is her option to stay

Redacte Redact______ asks what type of energy Marin is generating and why their energy is cleaner.
thinks they are using hydropower generation and tellslRedact^1to ask when she calls them. lRedacte hnd 
Redact'

says he

agree that the energy charges are high andlRedactl adds, “Yeah, it is and $86 adds up and that’s 
only for this month.”

Redact provides the MEA phone number and she states she will call them and the call concludes
Conclusion:

• The CSR and customer did not discuss the delayed billing.
• The CSR should present the facts and remain neutral when discussing MEA

Redacted Belvedere
(Calls 15 through 16)

Redacted2814C1 Sacramento15 12/14/2011 10:06AM 5:23

Observation:
Redacted is calling to say, “I wasn’t sure when I ended up with Marin Clean Energy. Did that just 
happen automatically...as opposed to just PQ&E?” CSR I Redact l-eplies, “In your area.. .if you are in 
Marin’s area it would happen automatically.
says he believes so and advises, “You would have to opt out with Marin if I’m correct.

Rpriart"we have a specialty department who can give him more information. ^ 
phone number to provide Redacted

» Redacted asks, “Could I just opt out Of that?” lRedacte
” Redact'explains

attempts to find the CCA 
before the call is transferred but he could not locate one.

Conclusion:
• There was no discussion of the delayed billing.
• The CSR transferred the customer over to the CCA line to handle his inquiries
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Redacted2329C316 12/14/2011 10:13AM 10:44 Fresno

Observation:
is calling because on his bill he can see he is with Marin Clean Energy. CSRI Redacted

asks when
Redacted

RedactedRedactedasks if Redacted |js new to the Marin County area and
he switched over and if this was done autorr)aticallv. [Redacted [advises it is automatic, was completed

Redacted

replies no

and Redacted discuss transitional bundled 
Redacted

in phases and his phase was on 8/19/2011 
rates, generation costs and PG&E rates. During this discussion 
contact MEA to opt out and

asks if he will need to
Redacted confirms.

Conclusion:
• There was no mention specifically of the delayed billing.
• The customer was not aware he was with MEA.
• The CSR advised the customer will need to contact MEA to opt out.

Redacted Mill Valley

Redacted2002C4 San Jose17 12/23/2011 1:37PM 6:42

Observation:
Redacted Jis calling to find out how much she owes on her solar bill. While discussing her solar 

inquires about the $197.13 electric generation charges. CSR|Redac [responds, “That’sbj|| Redacted
your electric portion because you’re with...I’m assuming this is Marin Clean Energy...is this 
Marin...yes it is.” |Redacted (replies, “Yeah it’s Marin but I’m with PG&E.” |Redact|explains, “Well PG&E
actually delivers the energy...we transmit and...we’re the distributors for the energy but you’re 
actually purchasing your energy from Marin and that’s what you see there as the charge.” (Redacted ~ 
replies, “Oh I thought we opted out of that so we weren’t gonna have to pay these charges...” |Redact [ 
responds with, “It doesn’t show that you were did you opt out directly through Marin?” (Redacted ~ 
says, “Yeah, when they first came out.” |Redact(explains, “They enrolled you...because they have here 
Marin as your service provider and that’s why you’re seeing that charge.”(Redacted (comments on 
how she feels this negates her having solar.|Redact~|continues to say, “They’re billing you for the 
amount of energy that you use so regardless if you’re buying it from Marin or PG&E, it’s still energy 
that you would have used because your system did not produce enough. What it’s doing though, it’s 
billing you for that on a monthly basis not on a true up basis...because they basically want you to get 
paid every month.”

Redac an(j Redacted discuss her solar billing further and thenlRedacted I asks. “If we wanted to opt out 
of Marin Clean Energy again which we said right from the start we did not want to be part of that and I 
don’t know how they enrolled us...can we still do that?” lRedac(advised. “You still can ” (Redacted "(then 
asks for the phone number to call. WhilelRedact] is looking for the number,(Redacted ^sks if there is an
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advantage to being with them. responds with, “Um...l mean they’re still delivering energy...I’m not 
familiar with their rates... I don’t even know if their rates are cheaper or more expensive... I honestly 
don’t know.”IRedact [provides MEA’s phone number and the call concludes.

Conclusion:
• There was no mention specifically of the delayed billing.
• The CSR advised the customer will need to contact MEA to opt out and provided their phone 

number.
• The customer was not aware she was with MEA. The customer thought they had previously 

opted out.

Redacted flill Valley

Redacted2561C4 San Jose18 12/29/2011 1:45PM 6:28

Observation:
Redacted is calling because he spoke to someone earlier, was directed to Spark Energy and then
was referred back to us. He continues to say he keeps getting billed for Marin Clean Energy even
though he did not sign up for it and asks CSR
Clean Energy is a separate utility and charge for the amount of usage consumed while PG&E charge
for the transportation and distribution. While 

Redacted

Redacted to take it off his bill. Redacted explains Marin

Redacted is checking to see how the customer can opt
consults withRedactedcomments how he thought he completed this 6 months ago 

an SSR on what action to take and the SSR advises he should be transferred over to the CCA line.
out.

Redacted returns to Redacted and explains she will be transferring him over to our specialty line to
handle his request.

Conclusion:
• There is no discussion related to the delayed billing.
• The CSR transferred the customer over to the CCA line to handle his inquiries

SausalitoRedacted

2264C3 Redacted19 1/3/2012 9:59AM 24:38 Fresno

Observation:
Female customer is calling to get information for the transitional rate from Marin Energy back to 
PG&E. She advises her and her husband were not aware their account switched to Marin Clean 
Energy until recently. She provides her name ad Redacted ~
QSRjRedacteJ asks if she has contacted Marin to opt out and I Redacted

Sausalito.
advised no. Redacted
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explains she spoke to someone about opting out but since they could not provide her with much 
information, she wanted to speak to us.

Redacted would like to know why they would have to go on a transitional rate back to PG&E
advises she was automatically enrolled and she 

Redacted

to contact MEA to opt out, reviews the timeline and the options of charges to return to PG&E bundled 
service (6 month transitional period with charges at Spot Market or stay with MEA for the duration).

Redactedwhen they did not request to be switch 
would have needed to take action if she didn’t want to be enrolled. also advises she will need

At the end of the conversation,Redacted advises she will contact MEA to opt out.

Conclusion:
• There was no mention specifically of the delayed billing.
• The CSR advised the customer will need to contact MEA to opt out.
• The customer was not aware she was with MEA until recently.

Redacted Tiburon

Redacted2112 C320 01/03/2012 10:37 AM 544 Fresno

Observation:
Redacted called wanting to know why his bill tripled from November to December. He said he was

bout has 
then

referred to PG&E by MCE. CSR Redacted examined the December 9th billing he is inquiring ;
Redactedthe Marin Clean Energy charges and is a delayed bill from his December 2nd billing 

advises
two bills.lRedacted Lvants to know what the bill would have been if he was not with MCE and Redacted

Redacted

Redacted the two bills should have been combined and then provides him with the total for the

notes it would have been about $80 less pxnensiye for him if he
Redacted

calculates the bill for him. 
were with PG&E alone and asks how he would go about opting out of MCE 
he would need to contact MCE in order to opt out.

Redacted advises

Conclusion:
• The CSR does not place blame for the delayed billing on either MCE or PG&E.
• The customer feels MCE is more expensive and wishes to opt out for that reason
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Redacted Sausalito
(Calls 21 through 22)

Redacted2208C321 01/05/2012 2:49 PM 583 Fresno

Observation:
Redacted wants to know why her bill is so high. As CSRredacted is advising her of the recent

questions the December 9th bill and wants to know why it came out then, 
advises that billing included the charges for MCE. [Redacted

billinas, Redacted
Redacted interrupts and asks, “What 
the hell is that?” [Redacted [explains in certain areas customers are billed for the generation portion 
of their bill by a CCA while we still charge for transmission and distribution 
how long she has been with MCE;|Redacted 
since August. [Redacted 

Redacted

Redacted wants to know
checks and determines Redacted has been with MCE

asks if they are stuck paying a “double fee” or can they switch. [Redacted ~~[
is upset that she was placed 

asks for the MCE phone number and expresses to 
she is not going to pay the MCE portion because she felt it was forced on her and it isn’t

can contact MCE to opt out if she chooses. [Redactedsays
on MCE without her knowledge. [Redacted 
Redacted
right.
Redacted provides the MCE phone number. [Redacted 
not being notified of the change.

Redacted

continues to express dissatisfaction about 
states most customer received notification and advisesRedacted

she should have received multiple notifications to opt out.

Conclusion:
• The CSR is not CCA trained and should have transferred the call to the CCA line. The CCA 

reps could have explained to the customer she was not paying a “double fee” and a generation 
charge would have been added to the bill regardless of whether it was charged by MCE or 
PG&E.

• The CSR does not place blame for the delayed billing on either MCE or PG&E.

| Redacted2639C322 01/05/2012 3:06 PM 1485 Fresno

Observation:
ECI - customer advised she had already opted out of MCE

Conclusion:
• Customer had opted out of MCE prior to this call
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Redacted Sausalito
(Calls 23 through 24)

Redacted2806C123 01/04/2012 11:38 AM 577

Observation:
Redacted |ca||s because he is confused about his bill. While discussing when the bills came out. CSR

RedactedRedacted. |advises|Redacteci |the December 9th bill was for his Marin Clean Energy charges 
wants to know what that is. |Redacted [advises Redacted be js getting his electricity through MCE

advises she can transferf^dacted to the CCA group to
says she

Red
Reda Redactedasks why and if he approved it. ii 
discuss this.lRedacted [goes on to say he’s neyer talked to anyone regarding this
believes he would have to opt out with MCE. [Redacted [asks what the difference is in rates and 
Redacted '

Redacted

Redactedsays she doesn’t know and refers him to the MCE phone number on his bill 
questions why he should be responsible for those charges when he didn’t request to be with MCE 
Redacted again says she can transfer [Redacted [to the group who handles these calls and|Redacted
accepts

Conclusion:
• The CSR did not specifically place blame for the delayed billing on either MCE or PG&E

2423C324 01/04/2012 11:49 PM 657 FresnoRedacted

Observation:
Redacted wants to know why he is now paying MCE when he did not ask to switch. CSR|Redacte [advises 
him of the process and advises he would have been notified multiple times for the chance to opt out. 
Redacted |wants to know if the rates are about the same as PG&E. [^dacte | |ets him know she can tell 
him the rates forRedacte |but he would need to check with MCE about their rates. When he again asks 
about the ratesjRedacte [offers to tell him the PG&E generation rate and allow him to compare that to his 
bill. [Redacte | provides the PG&E generation charge for the different tiers.
Redacted [asks how he can get rid of. “...this so-called third party?”[Redacte advises he would need to 
contact MCE in order to opt out.
Reda [wants to know if he can opt out and [Redact [says, based on how long he’s been with MCE he 
could opt out but would either need to stay with MCE for six months or he could opt out immediately 
and would be charged the transitional bundled rates 
stayed with PG&E and he is going to call MCE. The call concludes

Redacted says he sees the phone number for MCE on the bill. Red

Redacted says he wishes he just could have

Conclusion:
• The customer and CSR did not discuss the delayed billing.
• The customer was unaware he was with MCE asked how to return to PG&E.
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Redacted
Sausalito

Redacted2454C325 01/04/2012 11:13 AM 347 Fresno

Observation:
Redacted_____________calls and says she sees on her most recent bill that she is being billed for Marin Clean
Energy She savs she did not sign up for this and wants to know what is going on. QSR R5dact ____
advisesRedacted “You didn’t need to sign up; you only needed to opt out.”]R5dact
MCE se,nt out letters informing customers of the change and letting them know how to opt out. lRed 
Redacted

tellslRedacted

says, “So, you mean I was slammed on this.”|Redac |says no and begins to explain butRed 
Redacted lasks for a moment and steps away from the phone.

comes back she says she believes MCE rates are higher than PG&E. lRadactpays
can compare. Reda advises for

When Redacted
she cannot comment on that but can provide our rates so I Redacted
information regarding MCE she will have to referRedacted I 
Redacted

o MCE
I continues to voice her unhappiness overrthe_mgnner in which she came to be on MCE 

Redacted asks how she can opt out anc^dactEventually advises her of the process

Conclusion:
• The customer and CSR did not discuss the delayed billing.
• The customer was unaware she was with MCE asked how to return to PG&E.

Redacted fiburon
(Calls 26 through 28)

Redacted2204C4 San Jose26 12/15/2011 9:40 AM 1020

Observation:
Redacted is calling with a question on his account. He is trying to figure out what he owes because 
there are two payments scheduled for two different dates through My Energy. CSR|Redacted I says 
that there are two different billings because he has Marin Clean Energy. She states there was a 
problem with the billing for Marin Clean Energy and searches for the information to provide [Rel 
Redacted |wjth the details.

Redacted tellsl Redacted that there was a billing error for the November billing cycle. She explains 
that normally all charges appear on one bill but in November one bill came out on November 28 and 
the other came out on December 9.[Redacted asks what was on the November 28 bill. Redacted
explains that the November 28 bill was PG&E charges and the December 9 bill is the Marin charges
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Redacted asks if he has the opportunity to opt out because he thought he did.|Redacted [tells him he 
asks if the charges on the December 9 are going to be the normalRedactedcan still opt out.

charges (roughly)!Redacted tells him it varies and gave an example by comparing the month before.
Redacted__________clarifies that he thought Marin Clean Energy was something that he had to opt in for but it
looks like he has to opt out and asks for information on how to opt out. [Redacted jadvisesjRgd^cted ~| 
he will need to contact Marin Clean Energy and provides him with the phone number.

Redacted then asks about a low electrical wire that is running from the street to hi^ house fop work 
being done to move the lines from overhead to underground; he feels this is unsafe 
a Field Order to have the wire looked at.

Redacted issues

RedactedRedacted asks to confirm the amount due on his account, 
amount will be paid on the December 19 and the amount on the December 9 (the MEA charges) bill 
will come out on December 30.

explains the November 28

Conclusion:
• The CSR did not state either way who was responsible for the delayed billing of Marin Clean 

Energy charges.
• The CSR remained neutral and answered the customer’s questions regarding his bill.

2889C1 Sacramento27 1/4/2011 11:23 AM 235 Redacted

Observation:
Redacted Redactedis calling with a question about the bill he just received online 
month he got a bill from Marin Clean Energy and this month he is getting a bill for an electric 
generation charge that was not there before. He says he is trying to figure out why his bill is so high 
all of a sudden. CSRlRedacted Isays there should be generation charges on every bill but the last bill 
he received was only for Marin charges and not PG&E charges, which is why he is not seeing the 
generation charges 
charges.

sxplains last

RedactedRedacted explains to he has to look at the detailed breakdown of

RedactedRedacted asks for an explanation of why the bill is so much higher, so 
transfer him to the department that can provide him with the answers he needs

advises him he will

Conclusion:
• Since the customer had a billing inquiry, the CSR appropriately transferred the customer to the 

CCA specialty line.
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Redacted2454C328 1/4/2012 11:26 AM 929 Fresno

Observation:
Mr. Schmidt explains why he was transferred and provides CSR Sara with his account number. Mr. 
Schmidt explains to Sara that he is looking online and is trying to find out why his bill is so much 
higher this month. He mentions the line item “Electric Generation Charges” on the December 28 bill 
that was not there on the previous bill.

Sara explains generation is now being provided by Marin Clean Energy’s charges and those charges 
appear on our bill. She explains that we failed to bill their charges on the November bill and we 
generated an off-cycle bill on December 9 to bill for their charges. She explains the total bill amount 
for November should have been $381.90. Sara walks Mr. Schmidt through My Energy to help him 
find the detailed statement view (paper copy view) of his most current bill so she can walk him 
through the billing statement.

Mr. Schmidt asks if he still has the option to opt out. Sara explains he does have the option to opt 
out. She explains the two options available for opting out of MEA. Mr. Schmidt states that most likely 
the PG&E rate will be less than the MEA rate. Sara advises Mr. Schmidt that is a hard question to 
answer because she must remain neutral. She explains he can review his bill to see the difference 
between the two charges because our charges are on the bill as well as MEA’s charges. Sara 
provides Mr. Schmidt with the fixed generation rate and the spot market rate. Mr. Schmidt asks, for 
clarification, if he comes back to PG&E immediately then for six months he would pay the spot market 
rate. Sara confirms this is correct.

Mr. Schmidt is still concerned about the amount of his recent bill, so Sara attempts to try to help Mr. 
Schmidt understand the usage and amount of the bill. Mr. Schmidt asks for the number to Marin 
Clean Energy. Sara confirms he will need to call them to opt out, provides him with the phone 
number and his electric service ID number and the call concludes.

Conclusion:
• The CSR advised the customer PG&E failed to bill Marin Clean Energy charges on the 

November bill.
• The CSR very thoroughly answered the customer’s questions regarding Marin Clean Energy in 

a neutral manner.

Redacted Sausalito
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2454C329 1/3/2012 11:10 AM 1324 FresnoRedacted

Observation:
is calling with a question on her bill. CSR|R5dact [obtains her account number and asks 

explains her bill his much higher than normal and says she called
says her gas usage is lower this year

Redacted
Redactedhow she can help

MEA but they advised her to talk to PG&E. [Redacted 
over last year and she is not sure how to read the electric bill. She says generally her charges during 
the winter are between $350 & $400 but this year it is over $600.

Redac [reviews the account. |Redac| explains to [Redacted 
time and then goes into the usage amounts she has used and compares recent usage to historical 
usage. |Redac | explains a portion of the total balance reflected on the December 22 bill was for the prior 
bill for Marin’s charges. [Redacted 
solely with PG&E. I Redac | explains they would be close and that she could provide her with our rates so 

can compare them to Marin’s rates.

that she has had MEA for quite some

asks if the charges would be about the same if she was

Redacted

Reda
H-oH

Redacted ____asks what generation means and|Reda explains this. [Redac [then provides
with PG&E’s generation rates and explains where she can find the rates for Marin Clean 

Energy on her bill. [Redacted
Marin Clean Energy and asks how she could ever be in the fourth tier. 
the billing cycle.

Redacted

states that it appears PG&E’s rates are Ipwer in tier 3 and 4 than
'Redac ' explains the usage for

Redacted Redact continue to discuss historical usage data.

Redacted____________ again points out that our rates are cheaper in tier 3 and tier 4 and asks if it makes
sense to opt out of Marin Clean Energy. |Redac [adviseslRedacted '
completely neutral and the decision must be made bv her. She explains she can provide the rates so 
she can compare but ultimately she must decide.[^dact 
wishes to do so.|Redacted '

that she must remain

explains the two options for opting out if she 
asks what moves the rate up and down if she opts out immediately 

since the spot market rate is not tiered. [Redac [explains the reason for rate fluctuation with spot market 
rates and provides an example.

explains baseline and provides |Re^f 
says she will discuss the issue

RedacRedacted asks about baseline and who decid.es it
RedactedRedacted with her winter and summer allotments. i____________ i

with her husband and asks how she would opt out if she chooses to. |Redac Explains she would have 
to call Marin Clean Energy to opt out.

Conclusion:
The CSR did not state either way who was responsible for the delayed billing of Marin Clean 
Energy charges.
The CSR very thoroughly answered the customer’s questions regarding Marin Clean Energy in 
a neutral manner.

Redacted Tiburon
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2639C330 1/5/2012 1:27 PM 730 FresnoRedacted

Observation:
Redacted is calling because she was looking at her bill and has been pondering whether or not 
she wanted to opt out of Marin Clean Energy. She says she wants to have her bill the way it was 
(she is choosing to opt out of MEA). She says she called MEA and they provided her two options for 
opting out and advised her to call PG&E to find out the rates for the two different options. CSR 

iRedacte I interrupts [Redacted '
the better option. She explains the spot market rate is a fixed rate, so customers can come off ahead 
during the six month time frame after opting out of MEA.

and explains she would want to return immediately because that is

Redacted asks if we are getting a lot of calls on this and Redacte says we are. 
- ------ - — Redacte

Redacted

expresses some frustration regarding MEA and the size of her current bill. |, 
historical bills on the account and explains that the bills when|Redacted 
customer averaged around $250, much less than the current bill with Marin Clean Energy charges.

ave a discussion about deregulation. [Redacte [explains how Marin Clean 
expresses frustration with the amount of her bill now that she is 

i and Redacte g0 over usage and heater settings and the call

reviews the 
was a bundled PG&E

and [Redacte lh 
Redacted

Redacted

Energy came to be 
with Marin Clean Energy. [Redacted 
concluded.

Conclusion:
• The CSR advised the customer that opting out immediately would be the best option and

explained the difference between spot market rates and fixed tiered rates; however, this did not 
seem to be the deciding factor for the customer opting out. The customer had called with 
questions regarding the two opt out options because she had already decided to opt out.

Redacted Sausalito
(Calls 31 through 32)

Redacted2691C1 Sacramento31 12/27/2011 2:57PM 10:26

Observation:
[Redacted [receives two bills for his account and calls to question why. CSR Redacted advises)^ 
lReda [hat MCE charges are not included in the initial November billing. I Redacted ~l transfers the call to 

a CCA CSR for assistance.

Conclusion:
. Redacted did not place blame on either PG&E or MCE.
• The customer was not advised his call was being transferred to a CCA representative. R 

Redact|completed a warm hand-off after waiting five minutes in queue.
Redacte
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2329C332 12/27/2011 3:07pm 7:00 FresnoRedacted

Observation:
(This is the call transferred to a CCA CSR.)

advises CCA CSR |Redacted he did not know he is still an MEA customer and questions
how he can opt out. (He believes he’s already opted out but has been re-enrolled with MEA.) 
Redacted

Redacted

Redactedprovides the process details. During this call 
separate bill for MEA’s charges.

does not question why he’s received a

Conclusion:
• Geraldo accurately addressed Harley’s inquiry

Redacted Belvedere

Sacramento33 1/3/2012 11:58am 27:01 2599c1 I Redacted

Ohsprvatiniv
Redacted calls to question his bill. He notices “large charges” for Marin Clean Energy and 
believes it is a mistake. When questioned whether he’s contacted MCE, he replies he has not. [Re] 

believes he’s opted out from MEA and has received a letter from PG&E confirming this. 
I questions whether PG&E’s charges are less expensive than MCE and CSR [Redacted 

attempts to address the inquiry. While)Redacted '
on the phone with Marin Clean Energy and advises them she wants to opt out. * The November 
billing issue is not brought up during this transaction.

Redacted
[Redacted

is on the call with the PG&E CSR, his wife is

Conclusion:
• The CSR and customer did not discuss the delayed billing
• The customer believed he had already opted out of MCE.
. |\Z|r Redacted ' should have been transferred to a CCA CSR to ensure his questions 

regarding MCE charges were being accurately addressed. (*i.e. [Redacted '
more than once MCE was his gas provider.)

was advised

pelvedere
Redacted

(Calls 34 through 35)
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Redacted2025C1 Sacramento34 12/14/2011 8:56am 4:50

Observation:
Redacted calls to obtain her account and meter number in order to sign into her PG&E online 

questions whether we have received her last payment of $175. 
,0...lher account information and confirms the payment is 
MCE charges of $39.07 have been billed after the $175 

t states she is not subscribing to MCE and has previously called them 
asks for MCE’s phone number and is transferred to a CCA CSR to obtain

account. In addition, [Redacted 
CSR|Redact] accurately provides I Redacted 
posted. [Redact [mentions to|Redacted 
payment posted]Redacted 
to opt out. 
the number.

Redacted

Cone usion:
Redact did not place blame for the delayed billing with PG&E or MCE 

accurately handled the transaction.ed

Redacted2264C335 12/14/2011 9:02am 10:51 Fresno

Observation:
Redacted advises CCA CSR |Redacte [she is receiving charges for MCE ; however, she opted 

Redacted is provided her service IP’s, MCE’s phone number, and advised of
la price comparison for her 

Is transferred to CSOL for help with her 
mentions she notices she is still enrolled with MCE when she

out the year prior, 
her return options. When asked Redacted Redactedprovides
November bill. At the conclusion of the call, [Redacted 
online account. Redacted

Redactedreceives a separate November bill from them 
error but does not say whether it is PG&E’s or MCE’s error. Blame is not placed on either party.

replies the separate bill is due to a system

Conclusion:
_ l Redacte accurately handled the transaction

Redacted Tiburon
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Redacted2445C1 Sacramento36 12/17/2011 9:16am 8:37

Observation:
Redacted calls to question why he’s received a “supplemental” bill from MCE. CSR|Redacted 
adviseslRedacted [the bill is for MCE charges from 10/20-11/19. [Redacted [states he has not 
elected to go with MCE and feels they automatically enrolled him without permission. I 
advisesRedacted Ihe wants to come back to PG&E and questions what the process is 
providesfRedacted iMCE’s phone number and advises him they need to be contacted

Redacted
Redacted

Conclusion:
• As per gen ref, please transfer MCE inquiries to a CCA trained CSR. This action ensures 

customer questions regarding MCE are accurately answered.
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